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XOOPS@IBDeeming is proud to announce the release of XOOPS-Plasma theme for XOOPS
2.0.7+. This theme is loosely based on a PHPNuke theme called Plasmatic. This theme has
much less overhead than it's cousin - as most of the formatting is done through the CSS. There
is also a little animation for the block headings! Check it out!

Included with this theme are blank buttons and blank headers so you can create your own site
logo.

See it HERE!

Get your copy HERE!

Installation
Standard XOOPS installation - unpackage the zip into your XOOPS theme directory. Make sure
you create your header using the file logohead_blank.gif. Save your edited version as
logohead.png.

Thanks!
Thanks for using our mods, blocks and themes! Do you have custom requests? Don't forget to
stop in, we are always looking for more things to fill our time! 
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